
Safety Meetings 
In April, we hosted our 
quarterly safety meeting. 
Each terminal was invited 
to a local fire hall to enjoy 
trail mix, breakfast bars and 
coffee before the start of 
the meeting. We discussed 
our safety protocols, vehicle 
turn in, Pennsylvania State 
Police inspections and end 
of the year events. Our Shop 
Foreman, Paul Mears, 
provided important 
information about properly 
cleaning out our vehicles 
for summer break. Being 
together allowed our drivers 

to ask questions and voice any concerns they had. We enjoyed seeing all of our 
drivers together.

Highway Clean Up 

Last summer, DMJ 
Transportation adopted part 
of the state route 981 
highway  in Latrobe, the 
portion of highway running 
from Kilo Lane to Henry’s 
Road, and is in front of the 
DMJ Latrobe office. In 
collaboration with earth day, 
DMJ employees volunteered 
their time on a Saturday to 
participate in our first clean 
up of the roadway. We had 
11 volunteers come out, and 
collected 30 bags of trash. 
Thank you to everyone who 
came out and helped! 
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Above & Beyond Winners

In the month of April, DMJ recognized 7 
employees for going above & beyond their call of 
duty. This could include picking up students that 
missed their bus, dropping off left behind items 

and various other acts. 

April’s winners are:

 - John Chasarik 
 - Angelo Ciuffoletti 
 - Lynn Booher 
 - Anthony Greendoner 
 - Andy Repko 
 - Pam Baker 
 - Stephanie Spallone

Safety Winners 
 
Each month, a safety winner is pulled from each  
terminal. Our winners drove a combined 3,277 
miles without any incidents.  
 
April’s winners are: 
 
 - Edward Damico 
 - Lorraine Miller 

 - David Sinsabaugh 

 
Round Table Meeting

In the month of April, full-time employees 
participated in a monthly round-table discussion 
hosted by our Workplace Experience manager, 
Kyleigh Hammer. Our staff spent the morning 
discussing our accomplishments as a company 
this year, the events we have left and ways we 

can improve for next year.  

 

Transportation Convention

DMJ participated in a CDL job fair hosted by 

Pennsylvania Career Links. We spent the morning 

learning about changes in the industry, meeting 

fellow employers and discussing job oppurtunity’s 

with interested applicants. 
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